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ABSTRACT
One hypothesis regarding speakers confronted with 
sequences phonotactically ill-formed for their language is 
that they will treat these structures as comparably “illegal”. 
However, production results show that while English 
speakers given non-native fricative-initial onset clusters do 
not produce them with perfect accuracy, they are better 
when the first consonant (C1) of the cluster is /f/, followed 
by /z/, and lastly by /v/. These findings can be interpreted in 
terms of a combination of perceptual and articulatory 
influences on phonotactic structures. The disadvantage of 
C1=/f,v/ relative to sibilants /s,z/ is perceptually motivated: 
low-intensity fricatives may be insufficiently detectable at 
obstruent cluster edges. However,  the disadvantage of 
C1=/z/ relative to /f/ may be articulatory in origin, since 
oral pressure buildup in obstruent clusters makes voicing 
difficult to maintain. That speakers discriminate /f/, /z/, and 
/v/-initial clusters, which are not related on an intrinsic 
phonetic difficulty scale, suggests that they are 
distinguished at a phonological level. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Previous research in second language (L2) word-initial 
cluster acquisition reveals that L2 speakers do not produce 
all non-native clusters with equal accuracy, even if all of the 
clusters in question are illegal in the speaker’s native 
language. For example, an investigation of the production 
of English /pr/, /br/, /fr/, initial clusters by Japanese and 
Korean speakers, where neither language has /r/ as the 
second segment of a cluster, showed that while the speakers 
had relatively little trouble with /pr/, they were less accurate 
on /br/, followed by /fr/ [1]. These results were explained 
using the phonological notion of markedness: as elements 
of the clusters became more marked (voiced stops are more 
marked than voiceless stops but less marked than fricatives), 
L2 learners were less likely to produce them correctly. 
 In another study, the production of 10 different Polish 
word-initial clusters by English speakers indicated that the 
target clusters could be divided into “difficult”, 
“intermediate”, and “easy” categories [2]. For example, 
/z/+sonorant clusters were least difficult to produce, 
voiceless obstruent clusters were in the “intermediate” 
category, and clusters with an initial voiced non-coronal 
obstruent were produced least accurately. This study also 
concluded that as the members of the clusters became more 
marked on the dimensions of place, voice, and manner of 
articulation, speakers produced them less accurately. 
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he analyses of the production data in each of these 
s treat place, voice and manner as abstract 
dness features. However, insights from recent 
logical research suggest that production disparities 
e explainable in terms of phonetic (perceptual and/or 
latory) characteristics of the segments and the 
nding contexts [3-6]. In this study, articulatory and 
tual factors and how they relate to the relative 
dness of word-initial clusters is addressed with an 

iment employing fricative-initial clusters. It is 
hesized that the markedness of certain place and voice 
es is based on specific phonetic characteristics that 
guish them from the optimal fricative /s/.  

2. PHONETIC FACTORS AND THE 
POSITION OF CONSONANT CLUSTERS
er to examine the role of the initial segment in 
ining the phonotactic status of word-initial 

nant clusters, English speakers were tested on their 
 to produce clusters beginning with /s/, /f/, /z/, and /v/. 
 clusters are found word-initially in Czech, the 
age used to record the auditory stimuli for this 
iment. Since English has /s/-initial clusters, it is 
ed that being fricative-initial per se is not disallowed 
e English grammar. Rather, it is the place and/or 
g of /f/, /z/, and /v/ that are prohibited.  

ith respect to the effect of place, a number of 
tic studies of fricatives have shown that the sibilants 
re significantly more perceptible than non-sibilants /f, 
 several reasons: (a) because the sound source is 
d by a front-cavity resonance for sibilants /s, z/, the 
tude of the frication noise is much greater than that 
iodental fricatives, which have no cavity in front of 

bstruction [7]; (b) it has been claimed that this 
ntensity noise and clear timbre contribute to the 
ce and distinctiveness of /s/, making its acoustic 
rties almost vowel-like [8]; (c) alveolar fricatives 
a long anterior cavity, resulting in a well-defined, 
ct spectral shape [7, 9]; (d) /f, v/ have significantly 
 noise amplitude relative to /s, z/ [9]; and (e) 
minant analysis and perceptual confusion tests have 
 that non-sibilant fricatives like /f/, /v/, / /, and / /
gnificantly more likely to be confused with one 
er than are sibilants such as /s/, /z/, / / and / / [9, 10].  

nlike /f/, the failure of /z/ to appear in word-initial 
rs does not seem to be motivated by perceptual 
s. Perceptually, /z/ is nearly as salient as /s/ both in 

 of its internal features as well as in comparison to 
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other fricatives. Instead, voiced fricatives are 
disadvantaged compared to voiceless ones on articulatory
grounds. The optimal situation for obstruent voicing occurs
when oral pressure is maximally lower than glottal pressure.
For the most favorable frication, however, oral pressure
should be maximally higher than atmospheric pressure,
thus setting up conflicting articulatory requirements for the
production of voiced fricatives [11, 12]. Voiced obstruent
clusters are further disadvantaged by the fact that they are
longer in duration than single voiced obstruents, which may
require the conflicting air pressure requirements to be
sustained for longer than the speech system can 
accommodate [13, 14]. Voiced fricative-stop clusters have
articulatory shortcomings similar to those of
fricative-fricative clusters; just as frication requires high
oral pressure, stops block the flow of air, which likewise
causes oral pressure to increase, adversely affecting the 
pressure drop needed for voicing. P
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3. EXPERIMENT
The experiment conducted in this study tests the hypothesis
that English speakers fail to accurately produce non-native
clusters with initial fricatives other than /s/ because (i) the
weak-intensity fricatives (like /f/ and /v/) contain poor
perceptual cues, and (ii) voiced obstruent sequences (like
those beginning with /z/ or /v/) are articulatorily difficult to
produce. While these segments may be dispreferred
cluster-initial consonants compared to /s/, it is not clear 
whether English speakers would treat them as equally
detrimental, or whether either the weak intensity of
fricatives like /f/ or the voicing of fricatives like /z/ makes
that segment particularly more unfavorable. This question
leads to the prediction of three possibilities with respect to
production accuracy based on the effect of the first
consonant, shown in (1); these are tested in this experiment.
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(1)   Accuracy:    More Less
Possibility 1—Initial weak-intensity and 
voiced fricatives are equally disfavored
in clusters 

/s/  /f/ = /z/  /v/ 

Possibility 2—Initial weak-intensity
fricatives are less favorable than voiced
fricatives in clusters

/s/  /z/  /f/  /v/ 

Possibility 3—Initial voiced fricatives
are less favorable than weak-intensity
fricatives in clusters

/s/  /f/  /z/  /v/ 
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 If weak-intensity frication and voicing are equally
unfavorable, there should be no difference in production
accuracy of /fC/ or /zC/ clusters. This corresponds to
Possibility 1. If one or the other has a greater effect,
however, then Possibility 2 or 3 could occur. Regardless of 
whether intensity is more unfavorable than voice or vice
versa, performance on /vC/ clusters should always be least
accurate, since /v/ is both weak-intensity and voiced.
Likewise, because English does contain /s/-initial clusters,
participants should be at or near 100% accuracy on these. 
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Participants. The participants were 20 Johns
Hopkins undergraduates. All of them were native speakers
of English and had no exposure to Slavic languages.
aterials. The target words used in the study were
o-Czech words with /s/, /f/, /z/, and /v/-initial clusters.
 initial segments were combined with stops, fricatives
asals to create 24 word-initial clusters. All possible
inations are given in (2). Four distinct CCaCV tokens
created for each onset, for a total of 96 target words.
imuli were recorded by a native Czech speaker using 
ay Elemetrics Computerized Speech Lab (CSL) at a 
Hz sampling rate.

FIRST SEGMENT CLUSTER

/s/ /sm/, /sn/, /sf/, /sp/, /st/, /sk/ 
/f/ /fm/, /fn/, /fs/, /fp/, /ft/, /fk/ 
/z/ /zm/, /zn/, /zv/, /zb/, /zd/, /zg/ 
/v/ /vm/, /vn/, /vz/, /vb/, /vd/, /vg/ 

(2) Pseudo-Czech word-initial clusters 

rocedure. All 96 words were presented to each
er in a repetition task. At the start of each trial, the
 word written in English orthography appeared on the
 and remained there for the rest of the trial.  Twenty

econds after the word appeared on the screen, the
 stimulus recorded by a native Czech speaker was
ted auditorily to the participant through external

ers.  The word was repeated again 300ms after the end
e first auditory presentation. Participants were 
cted to listen to the two repetitions of the word, and 
epeat it one time into the microphone. They then
d the space bar to move on to the next trial.  Each trial
 2500ms. Participants were given five practice trials.

oding. For each experimental condition, the 
orm and spectrogram for each target word were
ed using Praat for Windows [15] to determine what,
, error had been made.  There were six possible
se categories for each target: Correct (C), Epenthesis

rothesis (P), Deletion (D), Segment Change (S), and
(O).  The correct productions did not contain any
 of voicing, aspiration, or formant structure between
o consonants. However, if any of these phonetic
teristics were present, the target was coded for 
esis. Repairs are exemplified in (3):

SPONSE EXAMPLE

rrect / /  [ ]
enthesis / /  [ ]
letion / /  [  [ ]
thesis / /  [ ]

g. Chg. / /  [ ]
her / /   [ ], [ ]

(3) Possible response types

esults: Accuracy. The effect of the first segment
xamined with a one-way ANOVA. The independent
le was the first segment (/s/, /f/, /z/ and /v/),
sing over all individual clusters in the category. The
dent variable was proportion correct. Subjects were
d as a random factor. For statistical tests, each data
corresponds to each participant’s proportion correct
ch cluster. Thus, for example, if a subject was correct
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on 3 out of 4 attempts at the cluster /fn/, then she was given
a score of .75 for /fn/. This was done in order to have a
continuous value for the dependent variable.

Mean proportion correct for each first segment is
presented in (4). Results show a main effect of first segment
type [F(3,57)=96.78 p<.001]. Pairwise comparisons show
that each of the initial segment categories are all
significantly different from one another (p<.001). These
results indicate that the nature of the first consonant has a
crucial effect on accuracy: speakers produce /f/-initial
clusters more accurately than /z/-initial ones, which are
more accurate than /v/-initial sequences. As expected,
speakers are nearly perfect on /s/-initial sequences.
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 Results: Errors. The distribution of error types for is 
shown in (5). The single largest error type for all first
segments is epenthesis. There is some prothesis, especially
corresponding to the production of /z/, consistent with
cross-linguistic data showing that using prothesis to repair
illegal clusters generally occurs with sibilants [16]. There
are also a moderate number of segment change errors for /z/, 
which becomes the legal cluster-initial /s/. 
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(5) Error types

4. DISCUSSION 
The results of the experiment conform to the prediction
made in Possibility 3 in (1): /sC/  /fC/  /zC/  /vC/. These
findings suggest that weak-intensity non-sibilant fricatives
are disadvantaged relative to /s/, but voice is even more
detrimental to English speakers’ ability to produce the
cluster, as evidenced by the decreased accuracy on /z/ 
relative to /f/. As expected, /v/-initial clusters induce the
poorest performance of all the fricatives, since /v/ is both
non-sibilant (weak intensity) and voiced.
he fact that English speakers produce /f/, /z/, and
tial  onset  clusters with significantly different
cy is notable. These distinctions are unlikely to result

an intrinsic phonetic relationship between perceptual
s (weak intensity non-sibilant fricatives) and
latory factors (voiced initial obstruent sequences).

is, although perceptually and articulatorily
antaged phonotactic sequences may be dispreferred

respect to those sequences that are salient and/or
e to produce, there is no sense in which either
latory or perceptual drives must always be maximized
 the other. Rather, this is a language-specific decision 
8]. Consequently, /f/, /z/, and /v/ can be considered
ed” as in the traditional phonological sense, though
abel can be understood as having perceptual and
latory (i.e. phonetic) origins.
he absence of a phonetically constrained
ational relationship, at least among clusters starting
f/ or /z/, is supported by cross-linguistic data. For
le, while languages like Dutch or Norwegian allow 
/f/-initial clusters but no /z/-initial ones, languages
alian and Serbo-Croatian have /z/-initial clusters but
/-initial ones. However, if a language has /v/-initial
rs, like Tsou, Greek, or many Slavic languages, then
lso have /f/ and /z/-initial ones (note that all of these
ages have the phonemes /s/, /f/, /z/, and /v/).

iven that cross-linguistic cluster inventories exhibit
nt patterns that allow or prohibit a given phonotactic

ure, the relationships among /f/, /z/, and /v/-initial
rs can be said to have become phonologized in the
of Lindblom [17] or Ohala [18]. In other words,

h these fricatives are clearly disadvantaged in clusters
onetic grounds, making them less likely to be found in
phonotactic sequences cross-linguistically, they are 
theless governed by phonological grammars.
ally, it is the grammar—not just phonetic difficulty—
etermines which clusters, if any, are allowed in a 
 language. It is precisely the fact that both perceptual
rticulatory factors must be taken into account that
rts a phonological analysis of the results, since
tic implementation difficulties cannot account for the
f perceptual salience in causing /f/-initial clusters to 
r phonotactic sequences in English.
lthough none of these clusters are found in English,

ct that speakers distinguish among them in production
tes that speakers represent and are able to access this 
of phonological knowledge when necessary.

quently, the results suggest that the English grammar
ents /f/, /z/, and /v/-initial clusters in a “hidden”
dness relation, where producing /v/-initial clusters is 

ptimal than producing /z/-initial ones, and so on, even
h this information cannot be gleaned from the lexical

of English. That speakers would have such
ledge is not surprising, considering that it is necessary
ealing with a number of situations, including
ords and second language acquisition. For example,
also been argued that hidden phonological knowledge
ccount for different substitution preferences by

ers of various languages acquiring the English
me / / [19].



 The existence of hidden markedness relationships  
among /s/, /f/, /z/, and /v/-initial clusters ultimately leads to 
the question of their origin. It seems that there are three 
possibilities: they result from a universal hierarchy; they 
are a default relationship present in the initial state; or they 
are language-specific. If the relationships are universal, 
then all languages should respect the hierarchy found in the 
experimental results (/sC/  /fC/  /zC/  /vC/), but it has 
already been noted that there are languages that have /zC/ 
clusters but not /fC/ ones. If the relationships are present in 
the initial state, but can be modified based on input from 
one’s native language, then speakers of all languages that 
do not have /f/, /z/, or /v/-initial clusters should perform like 
the English speakers on the production task tested in this 
experiment. Finally, language-specific relationships could 
perhaps result from differences in how the learning process 
occurs for distinct languages [20]. In this case, significant 
cross-linguistic variation on the task examined here would 
be expected. The experiments needed to answer to this 
question are an issue for future research. 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

The results from this study have shown that in a production 
task, English speakers distinguish among non-native 
word-initial clusters which are all illegal in English. The 
non-native clusters used in the experiment—/fC/, /zC/, and 
/vC/—have unfavorable phonetic characteristics when 
compared to the legal onset cluster /sC/. Whereas 
non-sibilant /f/ is less optimal than /s/ for perceptual 
reasons, /z/ is articulatorily  disadvantaged in voiced 
obstruent clusters. Since /v/ is both non-sibilant and voiced, 
/vC/ initial clusters contain the least favorable phonetic 
environment of the experimental clusters. However, the 
lack of an intrinsic phonetic relationship among these 
clusters suggests that the distinction among them is 
encoded at a phonological level, which speakers can access 
during the course of the experimental task. The 
representation of phonotactic sequences and the ability of 
phonological grammars to distinguish among them are 
independently necessary, since languages can have very 
different word-initial cluster inventories.   
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